Public Works Advance Team
Personnel

- 1 Team leader
- 1 Logistics officer - TEEX FTE employee
- 1 Public information officer (if needed)
- 1 Safety officer (if needed)
- 1–2 subject matter experts

Task & Purpose

- Provide direction and support for response team missions, to facilitate response and recovery tasks during extended incidents; to assist with response resources and to achieve mission specific objectives.
- Support management of mobilization, staging, and distribution sites.
Mission Function

- Damage assessment (onsite, aerial SUAS, GIS/survey 123).
- Coordinate, manage, staff and direct the activities of the PWRT.
- Provide for procurement of necessary materials and equipment.
- Manage PWRT fleet vehicles.
- Provide for rapid response, repair, and recovery during declared disasters.
The Public Works Advance Team assists with leading the team and response activities on the ground. It provides support and direction to all staff, helps to procure materials and supplies from various agencies, and serves as incident point of contact. Advance Team will manage all TX-PWRT assets responding to the disaster, control the response effort, and determine the best approach to managing the scene.